
                                                     

                                 EAA CHAPTER 1160 MEETING;             

                            SATURDAY, NOV. 01st @ 10:00am 

 

 Annual, “Nellis AFB” Safety Seminar; 

 

        Every year about this time, we welcome the Team from Nellis AFB and the 

safety insights they bring to our meetings.     With the roll of the military to be 

on-guard to protect our nation from all harm and dangers, the constant training 

is a vital pursuit in the implements of our Warriors to act without thinking and 

have the answers in their minds even before it is needed. 

         Here in the State of Nevada, we host a very large contingent of other 

nations who bring the best of the best over to our shores to train alongside our 

troops, in all branches of our Military. 

         Needless to say that personal from the Nellis AFB is the one we most likely 

will come in contact at some time in our flying around Southern Nevada due to 

the different type of aircraft, and at the different altitudes.      How about jets 

flying at sub-sonic speeds with, LIGHTS, out, sometime you can hear them but 

not see them! 



          These yearly refresher seminars help to bring, not only the two and four 

place aircraft into safe flying, but the low and slow Ultralight’s, and  LSA’s. 

          So now is your chance to learn about flying around Southern Nevada with 

Military Aircraft used in this area, remember, the more you know, the more you 

can be safe. 

           Please make sure that you arrive a little early so we can make sure the 

Nellis Program will start on time, after the meeting is over Glenna said there is 

chow left from the Yong Eagles Rally and we can have a bite and something to 

drink.    Please remember that Glenna and Charles will have the coffee and 

snacks on and ready for those who wish to drop by early anytime time around 

08:30am that Saturday morning.                               See you there!  

 

 

WHAT’S NEW AROUND THE AIRPORT? 

 

          Now that Warren is back from his home in Washington State, his and Leo 

are working on Charlie Wells, RV-12.     There was an electrical problem in the 

aircraft that needed to be repaired before the radio and wiring could be 

finished.     Dynon, the folks that made the radio, needed to check out some 

shorted components before the radio panel would be operational. 

           Working for a few days after the repair was finished and shipped back to 

Charlie, it now works as it should. 

           So Leo took off for Arizona to return a repaired Trike he was working on, 

some body touch-ups and a new wing.     After the delivery, Leo and Janet 

continued down to Casa Grande to wait with other friends who also fly Flex 

Wing Trikes.      Quite a few of us here at the airport will be joining them in a day 

or so for hard work such as, flying, sitting and watching others fly, a cold drink in 

our hands, looking at everyone’s aircraft, flying some more, having another 



bottle of water and snoozing now and then.      It’s ugly but someone needs to 

do it!      Not to worry, Leo will have pictures from this event to show at their, 

“open air dining and movie viewing room”, AKA…………their home! 

 

          In the meantime Charlie will also be in Casa Grande living the good life for 

a few days before coming home and jumping into his aircraft project. 

         He can relax and enjoy the flying and all it has to offer, and will have 

something to think about when this week is over and it is back to work getting 

the plane ready to paint.     The helpers, Leo, Janet and Warren made this a 

month to remember, so Charlie ours hats are off to you and the gang for getting 

this project so close to painting.     Soon you can reap the benefits of all your 

hard work, and those for those few little bumps in the road, getting to this point 

is now a cake-walk. 

 

Phil’s, Zenith 750; 

          The two place aircraft that Phil is constructing is now getting 

disassembled so he can prime, and paint every part on this new plane and 

reassemble it and add the finishing touches to the exterior with “graphics ” in 

matching colors.      So this new aircraft will be one for the rougher landing 

fields, sand or rocks, it is built for STOL, (short takeoffs and landings),  with 

larger tires for rough service, but also at home on a blacktop runway. 

            Both Charlie and Phil have LSA Aircraft that you can legally fly with just 

your auto driver’s license, so this gives most of us a chance to fly day time flights 

and not be loaded up with extra costs of medical flight reviews every three 

years for the 3rd. class medicals. 

            If you have not been over to Phil’s hanger you should stop by and take a 

close look at what these kits offer the builder and the flight performance, but 



please do not take too much time away from Phil or Charlie so they can keep on 

going to the conclusion of the building. 

           

 

Larry Moody’s Fisher FP-303; 

          Larry had to pull his Rotax 277 out of the aircraft and send it over to a 

Rotax shop in Arizona to have a CDI electric ignition installed due to a shorting 

out problem.     It will be a few more weeks before Larry will have the time to 

reinstall the engine, and by then he should be ready to take to the sky once 

more.       This little single cylinder engine and the 28 HP that it produces make’s 

the little plane seem right at home in the air, flying around our local airport. 

 

Warner’s Hipps, Super-bird; 

          Now that Warner has the wings on the plane it looks more and more as if 

it is ready to start the taxi testing, but it will be just a little bit longer as the 

engine needs to be mounted and all of the instruments wired and tested along 

with the fuel systems.      He has been working on it steadily every chance he 

gets and if you get a few minutes to check it out you will be surprised at his 

progress.   

          It just takes a bit longer to build this then a model aircraft, and seeing that 

your life counts on the work that you do, this is one place you cannot fudge, you 

need to take your time and check the work after is done before you move on to 

something else.       This is what Homebuilding is all about, your chance to use 

your own thoughts, ideas, and the joy in knowing that the finial aircraft is what 

you created! 

 



         So the bottom line for all this is simply that by this December all the new 

building will be over and everyone will be into the air enjoying their projects 

flying over the country side. 

 

        EAA is what bring us together, common interest in building; flying 

and helping others connect to their dreams.     A worldwide 

organization that places you the member first and fights’ for all of our 

flying privileges and opens the world of wonder to all who enter its 

doors! 

  

          As all of us go through this life we look for adventure, learning 

experiences, we look over others shoulders and are amazed by what we see 

others do.     Someone will take us aside and show us how things work and why 

they work, but more than that it opens our eyes to the list of availabilities’ to 

the mind’s eye and we wonder,………can we also do it,………..can we build?  

 

          You never know what you can accomplish without trying, yes some things 

are very hard, but with EAA, all things are within your grasp! 

 

 

Great are those, 

        who have visions and dreams, 

                   and are willing to pay the price, 

                                      to make them come true!  



                                                  Enjoy your week,  Bob 


